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In this time of transition, we’re back with our annual STAT summer book list — and this time we’ve thrown podcasts in the mix too.

The 36 best books and podcasts on health and science to check out this summer
You are hereby notified that a securities class action lawsuit has been commenced in the United States District Court for the Southern District ... Italy reported nine coronavirus-related deaths on ...

Manure power, snakes under a bed, castle stair collapse: News from around our 50 states
This review described the functional anatomy in relevant sporting situations and explained ... but neitherwere they able to perform a double-handed backhand again due to a lack of power. Therefore, ...

Sports-related extensor carpi ulnaris pathology: a review of functional anatomy, sports injury and management
Almost a decade ago the O’Neill Review on Antimicrobial Resistance (AMR) set in motion a process of raising the profile of antimicrobial resistance. The subsequent series of reports published between ...

Rapid Respiratory Tract Infection Diagnostics – A Test Case?
Masks came off last month in Philadelphia and around the Delaware Valley. People could look each other in the face (whether we wanted to, or not) and start greeting neighbors and strangers with ...

Without Trump, we’d all still be donning masks
Operationally, it’s clear that collaboration and peer review are ... across multiple clinical departments and multiple treatment centres. That means clinicians, physicists, dosimetrists and other ...

ProKnow’s cloud-based architecture centralizes radiotherapy data while opening up user access
The temperatures are sent to the ablation device so the power output from the device ... for this procedure based on prostate anatomy, as well as a review of MRIs, PSA results, biopsy pathology ...

Mayo Clinic Q&A: Advances in ablation for prostate cancer
Tom Moore, the second world war veteran ... 91.6 per cent efficacy against symptomatic Covid-19 in clinical trials, a Lancet peer review has confirmed, bringing the global total of vaccines ...

Coronavirus: US to ship vaccines directly to pharmacies — as it happened
Clinical trials found that 90% of patients said ... Ms. Larsen, interviewed in Loudoun’s Claude Moore Park while she held her motorcycle helmet, lived in Loudoun County before moving to adjacent ...

Today’s Premium Stories
TEST maybe but this was a proper international test for Andy Farrell’s Ireland as the wonderfully skillful Japan pushed them all the way in Dublin. Ireland celebrate Jacob Stockdale's try. Source: ...

Farrell's Ireland get over the line in battle against thrilling Japan
After Stokes had chosen to field (personally at mid-off or mid-on, thus protecting his left hand), Saqib took two wickets with the first and third balls of the game, initially by persuading Stokes to ...

England brush aside Pakistan with clinical win after Covid chaos of past few days
Rolling coverage of the latest economic and financial news ...

FTSE 250 hits record high; oil highest since 2018 as Opec+ talks end – business live
This is a day of profound, in my view, profound weight and profound power. A day in which we remember ... war-making powers.CreditCredit...John Moore/Getty Images The House voted on Thursday ...

Biden Signs Juneteenth Bill, Saying ‘All Americans Can Feel the Power of This Day’
From the rich color and deep symbolism of the delicate “pysanka” (Ukrainian Easter Egg) to the thunderous, power, rhythm and ... The Galleries at Moore: Through painting, photography ...
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